Killcare Surf Life Saving Club
2019/20 Annual Report

Many thanks to our supporters at Club, Branch and State level.

KILLCARE
WAMBERAL
Vale Wadey, thanks for everything brother.

Killcare Surf Life Saving club acknowledges all Aboriginal people, traditional custodians of
the land on which our Club sits and the beach that we enjoy, respect and protect. We pay
our respects to the Elders past, present and future, for they hold the memories, the
traditions, the culture and hopes of Aboriginal Australia. We must always remember that
under the concrete and asphalt Killcare is, was and always will be traditional Aboriginal land.

Cover: Lilly Hofer had an outstanding competitive year, crowned by a late callup to the NSW
Representative Team to compete at the Interstate championships where she picked up bronze
in flags, silver in sprint and anchored her relay team from second last to gold.

KILLCARE SURF LIFESAVING CLUB

-

OH&S: DENNIS HOWARD - Nominated by John Bourne & seconded by Graham
Wadey

-

Gear Steward: ZACH WEBB - Nominated by Cecilia Burke & seconded by Jenny
Webb

-

Director of Administration: GARY LOFFBERG - Nominated by Peter Bagnall &
seconded by John Bourne

-

Director of Finance: THERESE BUCKLEY - Nominated by Peter Bagnall & seconded
by John Bourne

-

Club Captain: Vacant

-

Club Vice Captain: Vacant

-

First Aid: Vacant

-

Junior Club Captain: Vacant

Tony Newton, Jim Macfadyen, Megan Sheppard, Lisa Mount, Zach Webb, Stephen Hinks,

-

Director of Education: Vacant

Therese Buckley

-

Director of Junior Activities: CRAIG SHEPPARD – Nominated by Peter Bagnall &
seconded by John Bourne

-

Boat & IRB Captain: Vacant

-

Board & Ski: Vacant

-

Club Coach: JOHN BOURNE – Nominated by Craig Sheppard & seconded by Dennis
Howard

-

Director of Member Services – DEAN ROBB – Nominated by Peter Bagnall &
seconded by Craig Sheppard

2018/2019 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
2 PM - SATURDAY 06 JULY 2019

MINUTES OF MEETING
Attendees:
Peter Bagnall, John Bourne, Sue Fraser, Graham Wadey, Dean Robb, Dennis Howard, Cecilia
Burke, Jennifer Webb, Craig Sheppard, Nick Urie

1. Apologies

2. Business Arising
Peter met with Grant from Spinnakers Restaurant to discuss issues such as:
-

Disappointment of their closure over the winter period

-

Not diverting restaurant phone calls to their Gosford restaurant

-

Shortage of staff & late service of dinner on Presentation Night

-

Revenue was down on hall hire
6. General Business

3. Adoption of Minutes of Previous Meeting
-

Minutes were adopted, recommended by Craig Sheppard & seconded by John
Bourne

-

Pete Bagnall suggested that a letter of “Thanks” be written to Lisa Mount & Scott
Vernon for their valued contribution to KSLSC

-

Pete Bagnall announced that he will have a new job in the near future & will be home
every 2 weekend
nd

4. Presentation & Adoption of the 2018/2019 Annual Reports
-

Annual Report was distributed at meeting, recommended by Craig Sheppard &
seconded by John Bourne

-

Pete Bagnall gave a big thanks to Nick Urie for his ongoing help to the club

-

John Bourne suggested the committee meetings be moved to a Sunday afternoon. All
attendees were in favour. Next committee meeting will be at 2:30pm on SUN 28 JULY,
2019

-

Pete Bagnall stated his aim for KSLSC was for the club to have representation in all
events at the next Branch Carnival

5. Election of Office Bearers for 2019/2020 Season
-

President: PETER BAGNALL.
Nominated by John Bourne & seconded by Craig Sheppard

-

Vice President - House & Club: NICK URIE.
Nominated by Peter Bagnall & seconded by Dennis Howard

-

Vice President – Social: SUE FRASER.
Nominated by Peter Bagnall & seconded by Craig Sheppard
-

Chaplain: STEPHEN HICKS - Craig to ring Stephen to confirm his willingness to take
on position

Close of Meeting: 2:40pm

Season 2019/20 was certainly one for the ages and proved one thing above all else - the strength,
resilience and dedication of all our members.
In November when NSW was placed at ‘catastrophic’ levels in the bushfire emergency, our patrols,
emergency callout teams and broader membership stood ready to do whatever was needed from IRB
evacuations from some of the more remote beaches within our patch, to turning our clubhouse into a
place of shelter and providing the services and infrastructure that such a situation would require.
Thankfully the call never came.
After the State Ops Centre issued a SMEAC briefing in February for 5m swells with strong winds all on a
king tide, our members and our community heeded the call to stay not just out of the water but off the
beach. And our patrol signed on and stood ready to do what they could against the worst Mother Nature
had to offer.
Then of course COVID-19 hit. In the weeks leading up to the shutdown, the call was repeatedly put out
that if anyone felt at all uncomfortable patrolling with the possibility of a rescue and the consequent close
contact that would entail, they could excuse themselves with no judgement and no penalty. None did.
And through it all, the collaborative spirit amongst clubs near and far as well as the important work and
support our Branch and State offices do shone brightly.

President
Craig Sheppard

In my first season as President of Killcare SLSC, having such stark examples of who we are as a Club
and a broader movement, the importance of what we do and just how incredible the people that make up
our membership are, was truly inspiring. I could not be prouder of our members and to be a part of Surf
Life Saving.
In between lurching from crisis to crisis though, we had a surf season!
At the beginning of the season our patrolling numbers were a little concerning however that quickly
resolved with the training of 19 new Bronzies, a handful of Silvers and a dozen new IRB drivers and crew.
Most pleasingly these represented a great diversity of our club and community; some were nipper parents
who’ve watched from the sidelines for a while, some were nippers themselves who have come through
the ranks and some were completely new to SLS and simply wanted to get involved.
Getting those people qualified of course requires resources and great thanks is owed to longstanding
trainer Pete Bagnall and our new trainers Sam Wassel, Steve McCoombe and Don Macdonald who,
despite travelling the state during the week leading the NPWS response to the bushfires, turned up every
Sunday to work with his bronze group. Thanks also must go to our neighbouring clubs who assisted with
the assessments, an asset we’re yet to build up.
Our 148 nippers all had a ball whilst accidentally learning how to keep themselves and their mates safe
along the way. This included the 13 Resinc Solar Rookies who ended their nipper journey by gaining their
SRC to become qualified lifesavers. We hope to see each and every one under the tent this coming
season.
We’re lucky to have one of Australia’s legendary beach sports coaches, a man with multiple World
Championships to his name and still the only regional coach inducted into the SLSA Hall of Fame, John
Bourne. Under his tutelage we had a terrific season of competition, particularly with our junior
competitors. Amongst the 70 medals won at Newcastle Permanent Branch comps by a core competition
group of about a dozen kids, our U12 male and female runners especially swept all before them and the
boys culminated with 5 silver medals between them at the State Championships. Luke Hayter, Tash
Marteene (Open), Lilly Hofer (U14) and newcomer CC Bradley (U12) gave us a club record with four
representatives in the Branch team at the Interbranch Championships. A season highlight was Lilly
Hofer’s late callup to the NSW team to compete at the Interstate Champs. Lilly came home with a Bronze
in the flags, Silver in the sprint and anchored her relay team from second last place to Gold, all against the
best in the country.
Of course, the club isn’t just an emergency service with a sports problem.Our Community Connect
program continues with yoga, Zumba, creative writing classes and more. We received a grant for an

outdoor cinema setup from Central Coast Council at the start of the season and were able to hold 4
movie nights on the beach over the Summer to great acclaim. Sunday Sips continues to go from strength
to strength as a regular community gathering.
Before any of us could imagine what the Summer had in store for us, we teamed up with two local
organisations, the Wagstaffe to Killcare Community Association and Killy Cares, along with our kindred
service, the Killcare/Wagstaffe Rural Fire Brigade to begin work on a Community Resilience Plan. Whilst
still in the very early stages, having key pillars of our area, the two emergency services and two
neighbourhood and pastoral care organisations, working together and communicating a consistent
message through the community on emergency preparedness and response paid immediate dividends
throughout the bushfire emergency. When the pandemic erupted the focus switched from emergency
response to care response and we were able to offer assistance to the support organisations. This
cooperation and formal planning will continue to grow and strengthen our community.
Our committee and board continue to work tirelessly behind the scenes to keep things moving, all with
the stated aim of leaving Killcare SLSC better than we found it. I am extremely lucky to have such a great
team and while I’m reluctant to single anyone out, two things were apparent this season; firstly, a couple
of seasons ago we took the bold (for a small club) decision to put on a paid administrator 3 days a week.
Heather Pate has proven herself worth her weight in gold not just in taking some of the burden off the
volunteers, but also in her ability to seek and win grants for things we take for granted and things we only
imagined. Secondly, when the pandemic hit the financial stewardship of our Director of Finance Therese
Buckley came to the fore. Almost overnight not only did almost all sources of income cease, we also
found ourselves morally and legally obligated to offer relief to our tenants and other expenses leading to a
negative cashflow. Thanks to her guidance over the last few years and her incredible work when
everything went south, we found ourselves on a stable and strong footing. What could have been an
existential threat is, thanks largely to Therese, a storm we’re well placed to weather.
We are of course very grateful to our sponsors and supporters. The three tiers of government in Central
Coast Council under Councillor Lisa Matthews, the NSW Government represented by Adam Crouch MP
and the Federal Government represented by Lucy Wicks MP continue to support us in ways large and
small. Our major sponsors Belle Property and Fortunity Chartered Accountants and Financial Planners as
well as other supporters United Petroleum Empire Bay, Endevour Marine, Girri Girra Aboriginal
Experiences, Hoselink, Newton’s Law and the Killcare Beach Kiosk are all an invaluable support.
There are any number of metrics and K.P.I.’s that determine our effectiveness through the season. One of
the headline figures is the number of rescues, which this season stood at only 7. A major focus of our
Patrol Captains is on preventatives; intervention in potentially dangerous situations that stop beachgoers
behaviour getting to the point of rescue, and that low number is one to be proud of. One to be equally
proud of is the more than 4,100 documented and countless undocumented volunteer hours our
members committed during the season.
There is of course only one metric that really matters and it is one that was once again achieved; that
everyone who comes to our beach goes home again. Some go home a little worse for wear, an
unfortunate few go home via hospital, but again in 2019/20, they all went home. And when it’s all said
and done, that's our mission accomplished.
See you - from a safe distance - on the beach in September.
Craig Sheppard

The last 12 months has been a year of unparalleled challenges for our community and for the Club in
particular. This 9me last year, we could not have forecast the issues we would have confronted however I
am proud of the way in which our Club has dealt with these challenges.
During the catastrophic fires of late 2019, we were on standby as an emergency response centre should
it have been necessary and then as the COVID crisis evolved, we have adopted a careful and controlled
response to the issues that have arisen. Our members are our prime concern and we have been
proactive in ensuring that we adopted a responsible and careful approach.
During these times, I would like to acknowledge the tremendous workload taken on by Craig Shepard
(our new President), Therese Buckley and Heather Pate. The efforts they have put in to ensure that we
have remained compliant and safe during these times has been incredible.
It’s difficult to remember back to the pre-COVID times however the season was successful. Our beach
safety was excellent and whilst we did have several issues to deal with, our members handled this very
professionally and with the utmost care of our beach goers.
Off the beach we also had a very successful season socially with a full rage of func9ons being very well
supported.

Director of Administration
Garry Lofberg

When you review our Financial records for the season, you may note the considerable improvement in
grants obtained from several sources. This is thanks to the wonderful efforts of Heather Pate. A big thank
you, Heather, as I certainly could not have fulfilled my role had you not been available.
I would also like to acknowledge the contributions of Pete Bagnall, who had to step down from the
President’s role due to work commitments. Pete continued his support as oTen as his job allowed and
this was really appreciated.
It goes without saying that your Committee is dedicated to the success and future or the Club. Most are
active on the Beach and then also volunteer their remaining spare 9me to keep the Club running safely,
efficiently and with sufficient financial control to ensure the future viability of the Club.
Finally, I would like to thank all our members for again putting in the many hours on the beach that you
continue to volunteer so that our community is a beVer place. Thank you all for this dedication and I look
forward to seeing you on the Beach again next season.
Garry Lofberg

The 2019 / 2020 Season has been extremely busy in the overall running of the club.
This year the operating result for ordinary activities for the Club amounted to a surplus of $67,021.
Our events calendar increased with some great club social events which included the Trivia Night,
Legends Lunch and many a great night on the balcony for Sunday Sips. All were well supported, and this
was reflected in our income. The Auditorium bookings increased with both non-members and members
using the hall for some great celebrations.
Once again, the Committee was highly successful in obtaining grants for the development and
improvement of all aspects of the club. With the help of our Administration Officer, Heather Pate, the club
was able to access the following grants:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Director of Finance
Therese Buckley

FACS & Central Coast Council Killcare Surf Connect – including WiFi & Technology Upgrade
$26,000
Community Support Grant - $4380
BSEF SLS Australia - $5000
SLS NSW Compliance Grant - $5545.45
Office of Sports - $1144 Wall Mounted AED
Central Coast Council Cinema Grant - $7919
Department of Justice - $8937.50
SLS Australia Cleaner Outboard Engine Grant - $1000

With the outbreak of the COVID 19 pandemic the Committee, has taken appropriate steps to make sure
we will weather this storm. We have been able to gain financial support from all levels of government and
all levels of Surf Life Saving.
We have worked with suppliers, sponsors and club users to offer our support, including rent assistant,
refunds and/or postponement of bookings.
Once again, I have had the great pleasure to work beside a fantastic group of people who are extremely
passionate about what they do.
I would also like to say a special thank you to Heather Pate, who does a fantastic job in her role as
Administration Officer. She goes above and beyond for our club.
And thank you to the members of the club for your support in the work we do.

Therese Buckley

This season has been one of the most difficult seasons I can remember. It started with many weather
disruptions and ended with COVID. Our flags came down for the season much earlier than planned
because of the restrictions placed upon us.
Even so, our Patrol teams did a great job of keeping our beach safe again. To all of our captains, and to
each one of our members, thank you for your efforts. I would also like to make a special men9on of our
new Bronzies who joined us this season. Each of you did amazingly well in your first season – thank you.
Because we are such a small club, we are looking at ways of reducing the amount of 9me we need to
spend on the beach. The new Committee will focus on this for the coming season.
To all on our Committee, thank you so much for all of the “off the beach” work you have done – it makes
our job just that little bit easier.
Finally, and on an incredibly sad note, it would be remiss of me not to reflect upon the passing of Graham
Wadey. We all have been used to seeing Wadey behind the bar for sips, helping with fundraising events
and patrolling with his colleagues on the beach. He was an amazing man with a heart of gold and all of us
will miss him deeply. Vale Wadey.
Garry Lofberg

Director of Lifesaving
Garry Lofberg

The Season 2019/2020 was a funny season for Killcare we started very slowly, especially with the loss of
some older dedicated patrol captains calling it a day, which made it very difficult to raise our 9 patrols .
Without 9 patrols it would mean all day patrols throughout the season, which makes it very difficult
especially for competitors.
Also we had the Corona Virus pandemic that shortened the season by approx.. 6 weeks eliminating the
Branch and Australian Titles altogether, State Titles were held on a restricted format.
Many of the major N.S.W. carnivals were suspended and finally totally cancelled so there was not
competition available throughout the season.
Also we had many of our best competitors leaving the club or taking a season off during the competitive
period.
Among those Luke, Mitch, & Ma[ Hayter, also Ross Keena, Rafael Lagos & Katie Shoesmith all medallist
last season.
The State Interbranch Championship’s this year were held at Bulli Beach in the Illawarra branch, Killcare
Club this year were fortunate to have 4 Representative’s included in the Central Coast Team, this is a
record for our club previous best was 3.
Representing Central coast was Luke Hayter, Lilli Hofer, Cecily Bradley and Natasha Marteene who was
named Captain of the woman’s Team.

Director of Surf Sports
John Bourne

Our competitors as expected competed exceptionally well and the team finished 4th. from 9 branches.
From this carnival was of course the selection of Lilly Hofer in the State Team to compete at the Aust.
Interstate championships on the Gold Coast, which N.S.W won defeating arch rivals Queensland.
Lilli exceeded all expectations with a wonderful effort.
A little bit of trivia, Lilly Hofer was Killcare’s 6th competitor to make the N.S.W. State team over the many
years of competition.
The Nippers again improved with our best ever result at State, with only 12 competitors it was sure a
good season for the Nipper.
Looking forward to next season to continue the re building of competition both on the beach and at
Carnivals.
John Bourne

Membership of the club turned a corner this year and the decline of recent has been halted. We had a
great induction of new bronze members and the social and nippers memberships are holding up. There is
a tremendous feeling about the club and the engagement from members is really good.
This year we conducted a members survey to ask how we are tracking. Overall the feedback was positive
and very encouraging. The consistent messages of improvement are around access to club assets (those
with keys have access, those without don’t). Gym is a hot topic and we will modify rules in coming year.
Participation by members in beach activites is good and we believe will grow with support. Off the beach
SIPS is very strong and we will miss Wadey (Club legend, RIP) tremendously here – he drove this and was
the champion. Cinema on the beach had a great first year and looks like anchoring some fun for many
age groups.
Covid 19 looks like having a dramatic impact on the season starting in October and we will be reacting to
this disease in the foreseeable future. Nippers has real threats short term and we just don’t know how we
will be able to run at this stage. However, we will overcome this.
Above all we are in good shape and will meet the future with a strong team and have fun keeping our
beach safe.
Dean Robb

Director of Member Services
Dean Robb

During the 2019/2020 the Committee was committed to increase the opportunities for social interactions
within the Killcare Surf Club for all members and our wonderful Killcare and surrounding communities.
I enjoyed the opportunity to visit each of the patrols personally to get ideas and suggestions for future
social gatherings. Some of these suggestions were:
• Club Championships events
• Beach games for team & confidence building eg: Bocce, dig the biggest hole, best sand castle, beach
soccer, volley ball, cricket
• Carnival Day – patrols versus patrols eg: team relay, tug of war, horse pillow fights, then an & all in bbq
at the end of the day
• Educational days – Identifying Rips etc, bring a friend
• Hypnotist
• Muck up day, role reversals
• End of season Discos/events for younger members
• Social gatherings to include good food & music
• Special Sips days
• Family movie nights
• Halloween Party
• Pre-season event “Getting to know other patrol members” – games night Trivia night
• Add meaning to special events eg: Fundraiser for Drought/bushfire relief

Vice President - Social
Sue Fraser

Over the course of the season one of the great success events was our Sunday Sips. Of special note
was our two Sips events with live music from one of our young patrolling members and his friend
It was observed that the number of club members had dropped quite considerably at Sips since
Pachamama began serving food. Although the numbers of non-members had increased considerably
In November we held the inaugural Legend’s Lunch. The rollup included life members, John Bourne, Jim
Macfadyen, Cliff Dean and Lex Cameron along with Anne Wheelahan, wife of Life Member and former
Club President Paul Weelahan. All guests enjoyed a fantastic lunch whilst many memories and stories
were shared with each wave getting larger as the afternoon rolled on.
We can't forget the hugely successful Trivia night held in July. This was a great night out with over 120
guests and proved a very profitable fundraiser for the club.
Due to the Pandemic, all social activities have been suspended indefinitely, this unfortunately included the
Comedy Hypnotist night which had been booked & set down for the Easter weekend.
Other work in progress whilst Social Calendar is temporarily suspended.
Cleaning out storage areas - Whilst the Social Calendar is suspended, I have taken the opportunity to do,
a very much needed clean-out & re-organisation of storage areas in the club. This has included: the
storage area at the end of the auditorium, the cupboards & drawers in the Committee Room, Patrol
clothing room & lockers.
All of the historical photos, newspaper clippings & memorabilia have now been displayed in presentation
folders & are located in the Committee Room.
In progress – Currently in progress is the sorting, cleaning & repairing of all club trophies & medals which
will be housed in a new & larger cabinet to be be installed in the Club’s entry foyer. Some of the
memorabilia will also be framed & installed in the club together with updating the Life Member’s photos &
board.
Another aspect of the role that I have embraced is the opportunity to display our great club to potential
guests who hire our club for their event. This past year the club has been the venue for many weddings,
parties, life celebrations and even a cooking class or two.
Sue Fraser

Killcare Surf Life Saving Club
Incorporated
ABN 56 499 340 296
Financial Report
For the Year Ended 30 April 2020

Club Championships
Over 60 Male - Greg Linnert
Over 50 Female - 3rd Mandy Anderson, 2nd Sue-Ann Fulton, 1st Susie Barrie
Over 50 Male - 2nd Nic Urie, 1st Andrew Stevenson
Over 40 Male - 2nd Jeremy Cox, 1st Dan Bell
Over 30 Male - Sam Wassell
U17 Male - 3rd Nael Malick, 2nd Angus Stevenson, 1st Mitch Maddick
U15 Female - 1st Xianna Miller
U15 Male - 2nd Oscar McCoombe-Lopez, 1st Joel Maddick
Open Female - 3rd Sue-Ann Fulton, 2nd Jen Webb, 1st Xianna Miller
Open Male - 3rd Mitch Maddick, 2nd Andrew Stevenson, 1st Luke Hayter
Handicap Swim - Sue-Ann Fulton

Annual Club Honours

Handicap Flags - Sam Wassell
Handicap Sprint - Luke Hayter
Handicap Points Score Winner - Luke Hayter
Water Excellence Trophy - Andrew Stevenson
Outstanding Carnival Competitor - Oscar McCoombe-Lopez
Ron Wyatt Memorial Trophy for Beach Excellence - Lilly Hofer
Wesley Bourne Memorial Trophy - Lilly Hofer
JM MacFadyen Rookie of the Year - Makayla Redman
Evelyn Forbes Memorial Trophy - Zac Webb and Peter Cram
Jim Brooker Trophy for Education - Steve McCoombe, Don Macdonald & Sam
Wassell
Stephen Forbes Memorial Trophy - Nic Urie
Alan Burgess Memorial Trophy - Sue Fraser
RJ Tubby Trophy - Therese Buckley
Patrol of the Year - Patrol 4: Nic Urie (Captain), Debs Haig, David Abrahams, Emily
Buckley, Fiona Cameron, Sue Barrie, Charmine Hartel, Anna Krzeminska, Graham
Wadey, Laura Wasshington & Lachy Franz

Killcare SLSC
2019/20 Awards Earned

Jamie Ansell - Surf Smart Two
Sebi Ansell - Surf Safe Two
Kelly Atkins - Surf Aware Two
Florence Atkins - Surf Play One
James Atkins - Surf Aware One
Peter Bagnall - Endorsed Delegate - Bronze
Medallion
Peter Bagnall - SS - Development Coach Surf
Boat (Online Modules)
Peter Bagnall - TAF Pre-season Online 2019
Ella Begg - Surf Aware Two
Harvey Begg - Surf Safe Two
Cassidy Bell - Surf Safe One
Isla Bellingham - Surf Safe Two
Cleo Bellingham - Surf Play One
Telissa-Lee Beunen - Surf Safe One
Bodhi Bishop-Taylor - Surf Aware One
Ruby Bishop-Taylor - Surf Smart Two
Isabella Blume - Surf Play One
Vicki Bolger - Bronze Medallion
Vicki Bolger - Certificate II in Public Safety
(Aquatic Rescue)
Vicki Bolger - Provide basic emergency life
support
Vicki Bolger - Follow defined occupational
health and safety policies and procedures
Vicki Bolger - Participate in an aquatic rescue
operation
Vicki Bolger - Work effectively in a public safety
organisation
Vicki Bolger - Work in a team
Vicki Bolger - Operate communications
systems and equipment
Vicki Bolger - Apply surf awareness and selfrescue skills
Vicki Bolger - Communicate in the workplace
Cecilia Bradley - Junior Activities Competition
Skills Evaluation Under 12
Cecilia Bradley - Surf Smart One
Nathan Bradley - Operate communications
systems and equipment
Nathan Bradley - Surf Rescue Certificate (CPR
Endorsed)
Cecilia Bradley - Junior Activities Preliminary
Evaluation Under 12
Fletcher Brown - Surf Play One
Thomas Buckley - Undertake beach safety
management activities
Emily Buckley - Crew small powercraft in a
rescue operation
Emily Buckley - IRB Crew Certificate
Emily Buckley - MPIO - Member Protection
Information Officer
Thomas Buckley - Silver Medallion Beach
Management
Thomas Buckley - Work autonomously
Thomas Buckley - Contribute to team
effectiveness
Jannes Cameron - Surf Play Two
Mia Cole - Surf Safe One
Jake Cole - Surf Smart One

Louis Cooper - Surf Aware Two
Artie Cox - Surf Play Two
Teddy Cox - Surf Safe Two
William Cram - Surf Smart One
James Dalgleish - Surf Play One
James Dalgleish - Junior Activities Preliminary
Evaluation Under 6 - Restricted
Ruby Donnelly - Surf Safe One
Jack Duffy - Surf Aware One
March Duncan - Surf Safe Two
Harper Edema - Surf Aware Two
Louis Eder - Surf Play One
Caitlin Felice - Surf Play Two
Annabelle Felice - Surf Aware Two
Eyslan Fermin - Surf Play One
Elle Foti-Fisher - Surf Smart One
Lachlan Franz - Communicate in the workplace
Lachlan Franz - Bronze Medallion
Lachlan Franz - IRB Crew Certificate
Lachlan Franz - Work effectively in a public
safety organisation
Lachlan Franz - Certificate II in Public Safety
(Aquatic Rescue)
Lachlan Franz - Operate communications
systems and equipment
Susan Franz - Provide cardiopulmonary
resuscitation [CPR]
Lachlan Franz - Provide basic emergency life
support
Lachlan Franz - Apply surf awareness and selfrescue skills
Lachlan Franz - Crew small powercraft in a
rescue operation
Lachlan Franz - Follow defined occupational
health and safety policies and procedures
Lachlan Franz - Work in a team
Susan Franz - Provide first aid
Lachlan Franz - Participate in an aquatic rescue
operation
Tahli Fulton - Junior Activities Competition Skills
Evaluation Under 12
Tahli Fulton - Junior Activities Preliminary
Evaluation Under 12
Tahli Fulton - Surf Smart One
Euan Gregory - Surf Smart One
Oscar griffin - Surf Aware One
Charlie Griffin - Surf Aware Two
Ethan Guenther - Surf Aware One
Finn Guenther - Surf Play One
Emma Gurney - Surf Safe One
Aaron Gurney - Surf Aware One
Isabelle Haig - Surf Smart One
Marcus Haig - Surf Safe Two
Oscar Haines - Surf Play One
Axel Harrington - Surf Play Two
Charmine Hartel - Apply surf awareness and
self-rescue skills
Charmine Hartel - Communicate in the
workplace
Charmine Hartel - Bronze Medallion

Charmine Hartel - Crew small powercraft in a
rescue operation
Charmine Hartel - Provide basic emergency life
support
Charmine Hartel - Work effectively in a public
safety organisation
Charmine Hartel - Operate communications
systems and equipment
Charmine Hartel - IRB Crew Certificate
Charmine Hartel - Follow defined occupational
health and safety policies and procedures
Charmine Hartel - Work in a team
Charmine Hartel - Certificate II in Public Safety
(Aquatic Rescue)
Charmine Hartel - Participate in an aquatic
rescue operation
Amelie Hatcher - Operate communications
systems and equipment
Matthew Hayter - Provide cardiopulmonary
resuscitation [CPR]
Matthew Hayter - First Aid [AID]
Matthew Hayter - Provide first aid
Kit Heazlewood - Surf Smart One
Scarlett Heazlewood - Operate
communications systems and equipment
Scarlett Heazlewood - Surf Rescue Certificate
(CPR Endorsed)
Iain Henderson - Provide cardiopulmonary
resuscitation [CPR]
Maximilian Herget - Operate communications
systems and equipment
Indi-Rose Heydon - Surf Aware Two
Audrey Hodgson - Surf Safe One
Sophia Hodgson - Surf Smart One
Lilly Hofer - Junior Activities Preliminary
Evaluation Under 14
Lilly Hofer - Provide cardiopulmonary
resuscitation [CPR]
Lilly Hofer - Operate communications systems
and equipment
Lilly Hofer - Surf Rescue Certificate (CPR
Endorsed)
Benjamin Hofer - Surf Smart Two
Angus Hopkins - Surf Aware One
Elise Hopkins - Surf Play One
Victorino Houghton - Surf Smart One
Victorino Houghton - Junior Activities
Preliminary Evaluation Under 12
Victorino Houghton - Junior Activities
Competition Skills Evaluation Under 12
James Ireland - Apply surf awareness and selfrescue skills
James Ireland - Participate in an aquatic rescue
operation
James Ireland - Provide basic emergency life
support
James Ireland - Work effectively in a public
safety organisation
James Ireland - Bronze Medallion
James Ireland - Certificate II in Public Safety
(Aquatic Rescue)
James Ireland - Communicate in the workplace

James Ireland - Follow defined occupational
health and safety policies and procedures
James Ireland - Work in a team
James Ireland - Operate communications
systems and equipment
Tristan Jecks - Junior Activities Preliminary
Evaluation Under 10
Tristan Jecks - Surf Safe One
Tristan Jecks - Junior Activities Competition
Skills Evaluation Under 10
Levi Jones - Surf Play One
Oscar Jones - Surf Play Two
Gabriel Kanclerski - Surf Safe Two
Aleyah Kanclerski - Surf Aware Two
Max Keogh - Surf Smart One
Flynn Krix - Apply surf awareness and selfrescue skills
Flynn Krix - Communicate in the workplace
Flynn Krix - Follow defined occupational health
and safety policies and procedures
Archie Krix - Surf Rescue Certificate (CPR
Endorsed)
Flynn Krix - Bronze Medallion
Flynn Krix - Certificate II in Public Safety
(Aquatic Rescue)
Flynn Krix - Operate communications systems
and equipment
Flynn Krix - Work in a team
Flynn Krix - Provide basic emergency life
support
Flynn Krix - Work effectively in a public safety
organisation
Moby Krix - Surf Safe Two
Archie Krix - Surf Smart Two
Archie Krix - Operate communications systems
and equipment
Flynn Krix - Participate in an aquatic rescue
operation
Anna Krzeminska - Operate communications
systems and equipment
Anna Krzeminska - Crew small powercraft in a
rescue operation
Anna Krzeminska - IRB Crew Certificate
Anna Krzeminska - Work effectively in a public
safety organisation
Anna Krzeminska - Apply surf awareness and
self-rescue skills
Anna Krzeminska - Bronze Medallion
Anna Krzeminska - Certificate II in Public Safety
(Aquatic Rescue)
Anna Krzeminska - Communicate in the
workplace
Anna Krzeminska - Follow defined occupational
health and safety policies and procedures
Anna Krzeminska - Work in a team
Anna Krzeminska - Participate in an aquatic
rescue operation
Anna Krzeminska - Provide basic emergency
life support
Darcy Lalic - Surf Aware Two
Oscar Lalic - Surf Smart One

Jed Lalic - Surf Play Two
Isabel Lander - Surf Safe Two
Anthony Lawler - Bronze Medallion
Anthony Lawler - Certificate II in Public Safety
(Aquatic Rescue)
Anthony Lawler - Operate communications
systems and equipment
Anthony Lawler - Work in a team
Anthony Lawler - Provide basic emergency life
support
Anthony Lawler - Work effectively in a public
safety organisation
Anthony Lawler - Apply surf awareness and
self-rescue skills
Anthony Lawler - Communicate in the
workplace
Anthony Lawler - Follow defined occupational
health and safety policies and procedures
Anthony Lawler - Participate in an aquatic
rescue operation
Ava Lee - Surf Play Two
Alex Leivesley - Surf Aware Two
Jessica Leivesley - Junior Activities Preliminary
Evaluation Under 13
Jessica Leivesley - Surf Smart Two
Scott Leivesley - Work in a team
Blake Leivesley - Surf Safe Two
Scott Leivesley - Operate communications
systems and equipment
Scott Leivesley - Provide basic emergency life
support
Scott Leivesley - SS - Technical Official
Marshall/Check-Marshall
Scott Leivesley - Work effectively in a public
safety organisation
Blake Leivesley - Junior Activities Preliminary
Evaluation Under 11
Scott Leivesley - Follow defined occupational
health and safety policies and procedures
Scott Leivesley - SS - Technical Official Starter/
Check-Starter
Jessica Leivesley - Junior Activities
Competition Skills Evaluation Under 13
Scott Leivesley - Participate in an aquatic
rescue operation
Alex Leivesley - Junior Activities Preliminary
Evaluation Under 9
Blake Leivesley - Junior Activities Competition
Skills Evaluation Under 11
Scott Leivesley - Bronze Medallion
Scott Leivesley - Certificate II in Public Safety
(Aquatic Rescue)
Alex Leivesley - Junior Activities Competition
Skills Evaluation Under 9
Scott Leivesley - SS - Technical Official Finish
Judge/ Time Keeper/ Recorder
Scott Leivesley - Apply surf awareness and
self-rescue skills
Scott Leivesley - Communicate in the
workplace
Scott Leivesley - SS - Technical Official Online
Theory Modules

Christopher Macdonald - Work effectively in a
public safety organisation
Martin MacDonald - Surf Smart One
Niamh Macdonald - Junior Activities
Competition Skills Evaluation Under 10
Christopher Macdonald - Communicate in the
workplace
Christopher Macdonald - Follow defined
occupational health and safety policies and
procedures
Christopher Macdonald - Work in a team
Christopher Macdonald - Provide
cardiopulmonary resuscitation [CPR]
Martin MacDonald - Junior Activities
Competition Skills Evaluation Under 12
Christopher Macdonald - Certificate II in Public
Safety (Aquatic Rescue)
Christopher Macdonald - Operate
communications systems and equipment
Christopher Macdonald - Participate in an
aquatic rescue operation
Niamh Macdonald - Junior Activities Preliminary
Evaluation Under 10
Niamh Macdonald - Surf Safe One
Euan Macdonald - Surf Play Two
Martin MacDonald - Junior Activities Preliminary
Evaluation Under 12
Christopher Macdonald - Apply surf awareness
and self-rescue skills
Christopher Macdonald - Provide basic
emergency life support
Byron Mackinnon - Surf Safe Two
Elodie Mackinnon - Surf Play Two
Otis MacKinnon - Surf Aware Two
Harley Mackinnon - Operate communications
systems and equipment
Harley Mackinnon - Surf Rescue Certificate
(CPR Endorsed)
Dean Maddick - Silver Medallion Beach
Management
Mitchell Maddick - Participate in an aquatic
rescue operation
Dean Maddick - Crew small powercraft in a
rescue operation
Dean Maddick - IRB Crew Certificate
Mitchell Maddick - Operate communications
systems and equipment
Dean Maddick - Contribute to team
effectiveness
Mitchell Maddick - IRB Crew Certificate
Dean Maddick - Undertake beach safety
management activities
Mitchell Maddick - Crew small powercraft in a
rescue operation
Mitchell Maddick - Provide basic emergency life
support
Mitchell Maddick - Work effectively in a public
safety organisation
Mitchell Maddick - Apply surf awareness and
self-rescue skills
Mitchell Maddick - Bronze Medallion
Mitchell Maddick - Certificate II in Public Safety

(Aquatic Rescue)
Mitchell Maddick - Communicate in the
workplace
Mitchell Maddick - Follow defined occupational
health and safety policies and procedures
Mitchell Maddick - Work in a team
Dean Maddick - Work autonomously
Nael Malik - Apply surf awareness and selfrescue skills
Nael Malik - Communicate in the workplace
Nael Malik - Bronze Medallion
Nael Malik - Certificate II in Public Safety
(Aquatic Rescue)
Nael Malik - IRB Crew Certificate
Nael Malik - Participate in an aquatic rescue
operation
Nael Malik - Crew small powercraft in a rescue
operation
Nael Malik - Operate communications systems
and equipment
Nael Malik - Provide basic emergency life
support
Nael Malik - Work effectively in a public safety
organisation
Nael Malik - Follow defined occupational health
and safety policies and procedures
Nael Malik - Work in a team
Steve McCoombe - Endorsed Delegate Bronze Medallion
Alex McCoombe-Lopez - Surf Smart One
Alex McCoombe-Lopez - Junior Activities
Competition Skills Evaluation Under 12
Alex McCoombe-Lopez - Junior Activities
Preliminary Evaluation Under 12
David McGarvey - Age Manager - Online
Theory
Olivia Melenewycz - Surf Smart One
Olivia Melenewycz - Junior Activities
Preliminary Evaluation Under 12
Olivia Melenewycz - Junior Activities
Competition Skills Evaluation Under 12
Sari Miller - Surf Smart Two
Imogen Mills - Surf Play Two
Ethan Mills - Surf Aware Two
Matilda Moore - Surf Play Two
Harry Murphy - Surf Play One
Declan Murphy - Surf Smart Two
Charles Pate - Operate communications
systems and equipment
Charles Pate - Participate in an aquatic rescue
operation
Charles Pate - Work effectively in a public
safety organisation
Charles Pate - Apply surf awareness and selfrescue skills
Charles Pate - Communicate in the workplace
Charles Pate - Follow defined occupational
health and safety policies and procedures
Charles Pate - Work in a team
Charles Pate - Bronze Medallion
Charles Pate - Certificate II in Public Safety

(Aquatic Rescue)
Charles Pate - Provide basic emergency life
support
Xavier Peacocke - Surf Play Two
Emily Piper - Surf Safe One
Emily Powell - Surf Smart Two
Ruby Powell - Surf Safe One
Luke Ramirez - Surf Smart One
Elise Redman - Surf Smart One
Hayley Redman - Surf Play Two
Makayla Redman - Operate communications
systems and equipment
Makayla Redman - Surf Rescue Certificate
(CPR Endorsed)
Nathaniel Redman - Surf Safe One
Euan Richardson - Surf Safe Two
Hugh Richardson - Surf Aware Two
Dashiell Richardson - Surf Play Two
Arabella Robb - Surf Smart One
Arabella Robb - Junior Activities Competition
Skills Evaluation Under 12
Arabella Robb - Junior Activities Preliminary
Evaluation Under 12
Nina Rolella - Surf Smart One
Zena Ross - Surf Safe Two
Violet Rubie - Surf Safe Two
Myf Ryall - Operate communications systems
and equipment
Myf Ryall - Surf Rescue Certificate (CPR
Endorsed)
Eve Schultz - Surf Play Two
Craig Sheppard - SS - ASC Officiating General
Principles
Alexis Sheppard - Junior Activities Preliminary
Evaluation Under 11
Craig Sheppard - SS - Senior Official Online
Theory Modules
Eva Sheppard - Surf Smart Two
Alexis Sheppard - Surf Smart One
Alexis Sheppard - Junior Activities Competition
Skills Evaluation Under 11
Alira Shoesmith - Junior Activities Preliminary
Evaluation Under 12
Alira Shoesmith - Junior Activities Competition
Skills Evaluation Under 12
Alira Shoesmith - Surf Smart One
Brendan Sibbald - Surf Safe Two
Oliver Simmonds - Surf Aware One
Georgette Simpson - Surf Play Two
Ryan Sinclair - Surf Smart Two
Fred Singleton - Surf Play One
Bill Singleton - Surf Safe One
Robin Slater - Bronze Medallion
Robin Slater - Crew small powercraft in a
rescue operation
Robin Slater - IRB Crew Certificate
Robin Slater - Operate communications
systems and equipment
Robin Slater - Work effectively in a public safety
organisation
Robin Slater - Apply surf awareness and self-

rescue skills
Robin Slater - Communicate in the workplace
William Slater - Junior Activities Preliminary
Evaluation Under 13
William Slater - Surf Smart Two
Robin Slater - Certificate II in Public Safety
(Aquatic Rescue)
Robin Slater - Work in a team
Robin Slater - Participate in an aquatic rescue
operation
Robin Slater - Provide basic emergency life
support
William Slater - Junior Activities Competition
Skills Evaluation Under 12
William Slater - Junior Activities Competition
Skills Evaluation Under 13
Robin Slater - Follow defined occupational
health and safety policies and procedures
Lola Smith - Surf Aware Two
David Sneddon - Provide cardiopulmonary
resuscitation [CPR]
David Sneddon - Provide first aid
Imogen Spinks - Surf Aware One
Jade Spinks - Surf Play One
Angus Stevenson - Apply surf awareness and
self-rescue skills
Angus Stevenson - Participate in an aquatic
rescue operation
Angus Stevenson - Provide basic emergency
life support
Ewan Stevenson - Surf Smart One
Andrew Stevenson - Supplementary Learning
for Patrol Captains - Online Session
Angus Stevenson - Bronze Medallion
Angus Stevenson - Certificate II in Public Safety
(Aquatic Rescue)
Angus Stevenson - Communicate in the
workplace
Angus Stevenson - Follow defined occupational
health and safety policies and procedures
Angus Stevenson - Work in a team
Angus Stevenson - Operate communications
systems and equipment
Angus Stevenson - Work effectively in a public
safety organisation
Lochlan Stevenson - Operate communications
systems and equipment
Lochlan Stevenson - Provide cardiopulmonary
resuscitation [CPR]
Lochlan Stevenson - Surf Rescue Certificate
(CPR Endorsed)
Richard Taylor - Address adult language literacy
and numeracy skills
Richard Taylor - Design and develop learning
programs
Richard Taylor - Make a presentation
Richard Taylor - Participate in assessment
validation
Richard Taylor - Plan organise and facilitate
learning in the workplace
Richard Taylor - Use training packages and
accredited courses to meet client needs

Richard Taylor - Plan assessment activities and
processes
Richard Taylor - Assess competence
Richard Taylor - Certificate IV in Training and
Assessment
Richard Taylor - Plan organise and deliver group
based learning
Ava Thomas - Operate communications
systems and equipment
Oscar Thomas - Operate communications
systems and equipment
Ava Thomas - Surf Rescue Certificate (CPR
Endorsed)
Ava Thomas - Surf Smart Two
Oscar Thomas - Surf Rescue Certificate (CPR
Endorsed)
Banjo Thompson - Surf Play Two
Phillip Tubby - Provide cardiopulmonary
resuscitation [CPR]
Nic Urie - Provide cardiopulmonary
resuscitation [CPR]
Olympia Van Ewyr - Surf Play Two
Kurt Vella - Bronze Medallion
Kurt Vella - Operate communications systems
and equipment
Kurt Vella - Work effectively in a public safety
organisation
Kurt Vella - Apply surf awareness and selfrescue skills
Kurt Vella - Communicate in the workplace
Cameron Vella - Surf Smart One
Jesse Vella - Surf Aware Two
Kurt Vella - Certificate II in Public Safety
(Aquatic Rescue)
Kurt Vella - Work in a team
Ashley Vella - Operate communications
systems and equipment
Kurt Vella - Participate in an aquatic rescue
operation
Ashley Vella - Surf Rescue Certificate (CPR
Endorsed)
Kurt Vella - Provide basic emergency life
support
Kurt Vella - Follow defined occupational health
and safety policies and procedures
Maeble Vernon - Surf Safe Two
Charli Warnock - Junior Activities Preliminary
Evaluation Under 10
Charli Warnock - Junior Activities Competition
Skills Evaluation Under 10
Charli Warnock - Surf Safe One
Matilda Warnock - Surf Aware Two
Sam Wassell - IRB Crew Certificate
Sam Wassell - Crew small powercraft in a
rescue operation
Riley Webb - Surf Rescue Certificate (CPR
Endorsed)
Zachary Webb - Work in a team
Zachary Webb - Participate in an aquatic
rescue operation
Zachary Webb - Provide cardiopulmonary
resuscitation [CPR]

Danielle Webb - Provide cardiopulmonary
resuscitation [CPR]
Zachary Webb - Follow defined occupational
health and safety policies and procedures
Riley Webb - Operate communications systems
and equipment
Zachary Webb - IRB Crew Certificate
Lily Webb - Surf Smart One
Zachary Webb - Crew small powercraft in a
rescue operation
Zachary Webb - Provide basic emergency life
support
Zachary Webb - Work effectively in a public
safety organisation
Zachary Webb - Apply surf awareness and selfrescue skills
Zachary Webb - Bronze Medallion
Zachary Webb - Certificate II in Public Safety
(Aquatic Rescue)
Zachary Webb - Communicate in the workplace
Zachary Webb - Operate communications
systems and equipment
Hattie Wells - Surf Aware One
Bilguun Wicks - Provide basic emergency life
support
Bilguun Wicks - Participate in an aquatic rescue
operation
Bilguun Wicks - Apply surf awareness and selfrescue skills
Bilguun Wicks - Communicate in the workplace
Bilguun Wicks - Follow defined occupational
health and safety policies and procedures
Bilguun Wicks - Work in a team

Bilguun Wicks - Bronze Medallion
Bilguun Wicks - Certificate II in Public Safety
(Aquatic Rescue)
Bilguun Wicks - Operate communications
systems and equipment
Bilguun Wicks - Work effectively in a public
safety organisation
Jillian Williams - Operate communications
systems and equipment
Jillian Williams - Follow defined occupational
health and safety policies and procedures
Jillian Williams - Work in a team
Jillian Williams - Participate in an aquatic
rescue operation
Jillian Williams - Work effectively in a public
safety organisation
Jillian Williams - Apply surf awareness and selfrescue skills
Jillian Williams - Communicate in the workplace
Thomas Williams - Surf Safe One
Jillian Williams - Bronze Medallion
Jillian Williams - Provide basic emergency life
support
Megan Williams - Surf Play One
Jillian Williams - Certificate II in Public Safety
(Aquatic Rescue)
Joseph Witanowski - Surf Safe One
Oliver Woods - Surf Smart One
Lily Woods - Operate communications systems
and equipment
Lily Woods - Surf Rescue Certificate (CPR
Endorsed)
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